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Abstrsct

An advanced static compensator or STATCOM is a reactive power

source applied for the dynamic compensation in power transmission line to pro-

vide voltage support, increase transient stability and improve damping of power

systems. The STATCOM uses a new solid-state (Gate-tum-off thyristor) converter

approach to produce reactive power by operating as an ac voltage source behind a

small coupling reactance. A problem that a basic STAICOM circuit has is the

large amount of harmonics content in the ouþut voltage that it produces. This the-

sis addresses the harmonic problem and suggests a multi-pulse converter method

to improve the harmonic performances. The multi-pulse converter technique

which provides a mechanism whereby harmonics are eliminated in pair is

explained in the thesis. An additional merit of the multi-pulse converter is that the

design is able to increase the STAICOM power rating. There are seven different

multi-pulse circuit configurations that have been investigated. The simulation

results indicate a large different in properties when they are analysed and com-

pared. A clean power performance is shown by a 48-pulse STAICOM which

almost approximate ideal STATCOM characteristics.

It
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CHAPTER 1

lntrodwctioyø

1.1 BACKGROUND

In an ac power system the transmittable electric power is

related to the transmission line voltage profile under steady state and

dynamic conditions over a wide range of network contingencies. It is

known that the voltage profile along the transmission line can be controlled

in a more effective way by controlling the reactive po\iler flow in the line.

The application of the reactive power conditioner is a well established

practice and it is termed as 'reactive power compensation'. The methods

that have long been employed to increase the steady-state of the line are

fixed or mechanically-switched capacitors and reactors. The reactors are

installed in shunt at intervals along the line and large capacitors are con-

nected in series. With the development of high power solid-state device i.e.
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Chapter 1

thyristor switches and electronic control, the reactive compensation is made rap-

idly variable. Hence, the devices called static var compensator (SVC) have

emerged using thyristor-controlled reactors (TCRs) in combination with thyristor-

switched capacitors (TSCs). During the last decade it has been convincingly

demonstrated that both the transient and dynamic stability of the po\Mer system

can be improved, and voltage collapse can be prevented [1] with rapid continu-

ously variable control accomplished by solid state technology (i.e. thyristors). A

few years ago gate turn-off thyristors (GTO's) have reached a power handling

level comparable to that of the conventional thyristor. This has led to the develop-

ment of self-commutated converter for reactive power sources. This new technol-

ogy has resulted in equipment that is fundamentally different from the

conventional thyristor-controlled static var compensator (SVC). The new equip-

ment is called the Advanced Static Var Compensator or STATCOM. It has many

technical advantases over the conventional SVC.

1.2 CONVENTIONAL STATIC VAR COMPENSATOR (SVC)

As opposed to mechanical switching the SVC uses the conventional

thyristors (those having no intrinsic turn-off ability) to achieve a rapid and fine
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Chapter I

control of shunt connected capacitors and reactors. This overcomes the problems

with mechanical switching which causes abrupt voltage and current transients.

The single line diagram of a typical svc [2] is given in Fig. r. r and irs elements

are:

I) The fixed capacitor (FC), providing a pennanently connected gener-

ation of reactive power, designed also to act as a suitable harmonic filter.

II) The thyristor controlled reactor (TCR) consisting of anti-parallel

thyristors in series with shunt reactors usually in delta configuration. These con-

trolled reactors are used to absorb reactive power. The thyristors may be switched

at any point over the half wave (90 to t 80 electrical degree behind the voltage

wave) to provide a fully adjustable control from 100 percent to zero of rated reac-

tive power absorption.

III) The thyristor switched capacitor (TSC) has anri-parallel thyristors

connecting shunt capacitors in a delta configuration. Switching on the TSC by fir-

ing the thyristors 90 degree ahead of the voltage wave, provides the generating

capacity for reactive power. Thus a TSC is either fullv on or fullv off.

IV) Power transformer to connect to the high voltage busbar.
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Chapter I

TCR

Fig. I.I Single-line Diagram of SVC

In essence, reactive po\Ã/er required for the compensation is generated

or absorbed by traditional capacitor or reactor banks, and the thyristor switches

are used only for the control of the combined reactive impedance these banks

present to the system during successive periods of the applied voltage. As a result,

conventional thyristor-controlled compensators present a variable reactive admit-
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Chapter I

tance to the transmission network and therefore generally change [3] the system

impedance. Unlike breaker switched capacitors and indictors, the SVC has a con-

tinuous range of operation, primarily due to the continuous control on the TCR.

1.3 PRINCIPLES OF THE STATCOIVT

In contrast to SVC the functional operation of the STATCOM is more

similar to that of the rotating synchronous condenser. The principles of the STAI-

COM will be explained after a brief look at how the rotating synchronous con-

denser works. A schematic diagram of a conventional rotating synchronous

condenser is given in Fig. l.2.It is simply a synchronous machine that is brought

up to speed and synchronized to the power system. The three induced EMFs a1, ê2

and e3 of the machine are kept in phase with the system voltage Vr, Vz and V3 to

achieve purely reactive power flow. The reactive power can be controlled by vary-

ing the amplitude E of the machines intemal emf. This is done simply by control-

ling the excitation of the machine. Increasing E above the amplitude V of the

system voltages causes leading (capacitive) current to be drawn from the AC sys-

tem whereas decreasing E below V produces a lagging (inductive) load on the AC

system.
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t^'z

<__

Fig. 1.2 Synchronous Generator

The STAICOM is based on a solid-state synchronous voltage source

that is analogous to an ideal synch-ronous machine which generates a balanced set

of (three) sinusoidal voltages, at the fundamental frequency, with controllable

amplitude and phase angle. This ideal machine has no inertia, its response is prac-

tically instantaneous, it does not significantly alter [4] the existing system imped-

ance, and it can internally generate reactive (both capacitive an inductive) power.

Furthermore, it can dynamically exchange real power with the ac system if it is

coupled to an appropriate energy source that can supply or absorb the power it

supplies to, or absorbs from, the ac system.
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Chapter I

The solid-state synchronous voltage source can be implemented by

various switching power converters. However, a particular dc to ac switching

po\¡/er converter, the voltage-sourced converter, using gate turn-off (GTO) thyris-

tors is presently considered the most practical for high power utility applications.

The circuit analysis of the voltage-sourced converter is discussed in detail in the

next chapter. The GTo converter (Fig. 1.3) produces a fundamental frequency

voltage Vo at the secondary of the step-down transformer and is isolated from the

ac voltage through the transformer leakage. When the voltages Vo and V¡ are in

phase the difference between the two will result in a reactive current through a

10% impedance which varies from full leading (capacitive mode) ro full lagging

(inductive mode) when the amplitude of \ changes by only xto%o.If the ouþut

voltage is equal to the power system voltage, the reactive power exchange is zero.

Similarly, the real power exchange between the inverter (having an appropriate dc

energy storage device) and the power system can be controlled by phase-shifting

the inverter output voltage with respect to the power system voltage. That is, the

inverter from its dc energy storage supplies real power to the ac system if the

inverter output voltage is made to lead the corresponding power system voltage.

Conversely, the inverter absorbs real power from the power system for dc energy

storage, if the inverter ouþut voltage is made to lag the power system voltage.
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Chapter I

Capacitive Operation
Inductive Operation

Fig. 1.3 GTO converter and its waveforms

1.4 ADVANTAGES OF STATCOM OVER SVC

The STAICOM offers several advantases over the SVC which include:

(a) The voltage source design is more compact and requires a small

coupling reactance, usually the ac system transfonner leakage and a single dc

capacitor about one-eight of the size of the capacitor in a SVC of the same rating

[3]. This leads to a significant reduction in equipment size and installation cost.
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(b) The design offers fast continuous variation of reactive po\Ã/er gener-

ation during undervoltages. This ability to support the system voltage is much bet-

ter than that obtained with a conventional SVC because the current in the

capacitors falls in proportion to the voltage. The improvement in var ouþut of the

STAICOM under voltage conditions is illustrated in Fig. 1.4.

Capacitive Inductive
current current

Conventional SVC

Inductive
current

STAICOM

Fig. 1.4 Comparison of VAR output between Conventional SVC and STATCOM

(c) Better control stability [5] which translates to superior performance

during major transients, and ultimately increased system transient stability and

improved damping.
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1.5 THE THESIS OBJECTIVES

There are many possible circuit configurations, which show very dif-

ferent properties, in realizing the practical multi-pulse typed STA|COM. This the-

sis will compare seven topologies of the multi-pulse STA|COM. Their harmonic

performances will be the focal point of the investigation. The impact of multi-

pulse connection on other STAICOM circuit parameters, such as capacitor and

control, are to be analysed. Along the way, the important benefits of having multi-

pule STAICOM are identified.The tool use in this investigation is the electromag-

netic transient simulation program called PSCADÆMTDC'" which is the product

of Manitoba HVDC Research Centre, Canada [6].
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CHAPTER 2

B æsic Circwåt Ars w/ysss

2.l INTRODUCTION

The principle of a STATCOM has been introduced in the previ-

ous chapter. This chapter deals with the circuit analysis of a basic STAI-

COM. The basic circuit which employs a six-pulse voltage source

converter (VSC) bridge represents the simplestrealization of the STAI-

COM. The analysis of the basic three phase STA|COM gives an under-

standing of design parameters needed in the design of a large multi-pulse

STATCOM. This chapter starts with the illustrations of the physical make

up of the STATCOM. Then the basics of VSC are explained followed by a

detailed discussion of the STI{ICOM operating principle and a definition

of its control shategy. Finally, a report on the digital simulation applied to

validate the STATCOM operation is presented.
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2.2 COMPONENTS OF A STÄTCOM

The simplest implementation of a STAICOM is illustrated in Fig. 2.1.

It shows the basic configuration of a three phase STATCOM with an elementary

six-pulse voltage source converter (vSC). The major components of the srAT-

COM are a VSC and its switching control, a dc capacitor and a transformer to

Transmission Line

Line voltage

A
vIt ^v

*--

VL

IrI XL

%

Converter output
line-to-line voltage

VOLTAGE
SOURCE

CONVERTER
(vsc)

with controlled
output voltage

Fig. 2.1 Basic STATCOM with elementary six-pulse VSC
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match the inverter to the line voltage. The voltage source converter, a basic elec-

tronic building block for the srArcoM, uses forced-commutated switching

devices i.e. GTo thyristors. It consists of six GTo switches, each of which is

shunted by a reverse-parallel connected diode. The VSC converts the dc voltage

(V6.) at its input terminals into a three-phase set of alternating ouþut voltages

(%) in phase with the ac line voltage (V¡). The step up transformer used for con-

nection to the high voltage bus usually provides a relatively small reactance (X¡),

from its per-phase leakage inductance.

2.3 VOLTAGE SOURCE CONVERTER (VSC) BASTCS

As mentioned earlier, the three-phase voltage source converter (VSC)

forms the basic building block of the srArCoM rype of device. The type of vSC

used in the STArcoM application, as shown in Fig. 2.r, is a three-phase full-

bridge vsc. The basic form of the single-phase device [7] is as shown in Fig.

2'2(a). and it called a half-bridge single-phase VSC. The main switching devices

T1 and T2 canbe any selÊcommutated device such as a Gate-turn-off thwistor
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(GTo) or an IGBT transistor (for lower ratings). The load terminal may be con-

nected to the positive dc supply if GTO T1 is turned on, and to the negative supply

Fig. 2.2 Single-phase half-bridge VSC and íts waveforms
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if GTO T2 is tumed on. The diodes handle negative polarity currents. For exam-

ple, in Fig.2.2(b) and (c), assume that Tl is on and Yy=Y¿"12, and that T1 is car-

rying the load current. To reverse the load voltage T1 is turned off, thereby forcing

the load current through the diode D2 and thus applying a load voltage

Yy=-Y¿"12. After avery small delay (to ensure that a short circuit is not applied

across the battery with Tl andT2 both being on),T2 is given an on pulse which is

maintained throughout its nominal firing interval. The negative voltage causes the

current in the load to begin reversing and it eventually transfers from D2 to T2 on

polarity reversal.

The instantaneous output voltage can be expressed in Fourier series as,

aLr
r| - ""=-

(2.r)

where a = 2nfo is the frequency of ouþut voltage in radls. For n=1, Eq,.(2.1) gives

the rms value of fundamental component as,

(2.2)
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A single-phase full-bridge version of VSC is shown in Fig.2.3(a). It

has two switching branches. The full-bridge does not need a split dc voltage. This

time the load terminal may be connected to the positive dc supply if GTOs Tl and

T2are turned on simultaneously. The negative Vd" is applied to the load when T3

- vd.

Fig. 2.3 Single-phasefull-brídge VSC and voltage output waveform

and T4 are tumed on. The ouþut voltage waveform, shown in Fig. 2.3(b), can be

expressed in Fourier series as,
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q Av
ro = I l4sin (n orr)nÍ

n = 1,3,5, ...

The rms value of fundamental component is,

4V,r/-ac11- -=-
4 ¿1r

(2.3)

(2.4)

Clearly, the ouþut voltage has a significant content of harmonics. One way of

improving the harmonic performance is to use a technique called Single Pulse

Width Modulation (PWM) [8], as shown in Fig. 2.4.The gating signals are gener-

ated by comparing a rectangular reference signal of amplitude Ar, with a triangu-

lar carrier wave of amplitude Ac. The pulse width ô, can be varied from 0 to 180o

by varying Ar from 0 to Ac, thus controlling the VSC output voltage. The ratio of

Ar and Ac is the control variable and defined as the modulation index. The Fourier

series of output voltage is now,

* 4v.ro= I Ssinf"in{nat¡ (2.s)

In single-pulse-width modulation, there is only one pulse per half-

cycle. If multipulse were used, the output voltage will be more sinusoidal-looking

waveform as some of the lower order voltaee harmonics are reduced. However
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although the harmonic performance is improved, the switching losses do increase

with this method.

gate
signals

Fig 2.4 Pulse l4¡idth Modulation technique
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2.4 THREE PHASE VSC

In this thesis, a three-phase VSC is employed as the basic circuit in the

STAICOM. The configuration is formed from six GTOs and six diodes as shown

in Fig. 2.5(a). The GTos are numbered in the sequence of gating the GTos and

each GTo conducts for 180o. The waveforns are shown in Fig. 2.5(b). when T1

is switched on, terminal a is connected to the positive terminal of the dc input volr

age. When T4 is switched on, terminal a is brought to the negative terminal of the

dc source. There are six modes of operation in a cycle and the duration of each

mode is 600. The instantaneous line-to-line voltages in Fig. 2.5(b) can be

expressed in a Fourier series,

* 4v.
vnx = t ]!!!"org rin l.,*IlnT o \ 6./

@ a rt4Y' nr I nìvb"= I Jcosf,sinrl^r-i)

: 4v¿" nîc ( 7n \
) . 

-COS=-Slllnl 

(tJt-+ |nî o \ 6)ca

(2.6)

(2.1)

(2.8)
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T6 l

Vab

Vbc

rl
tl

Fig 2.5 Three Phase VSC, gating signals and line voltages waveform
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2.5 OPERÄTING PRINCIPLE OF THE ST?ITCOM

The operating principle [9] of the STA|COM is best explained with the

aid of the simplified model of the three phase STAICOM circuit shown in Fig.

2.6. Only the fundamental components are considered. From the simplified model

diagram, the relationship that governs the reactive current I¡ can be expressed as,

V, -VLO (2.e)

It is clearly shown by Eq. 2.9 that the magnitude and sign of the reac-

tive current I¡ can be regulated by the amplitude of the variable converter volt-

age,Vo. When Vo and V¡ are in phase and differ in amplitude, the line current I¡

produced is always at 90o to the V¡ (i.e. reactive current) because of the reactive

L

tt,,," "", ¿

Simplifled Model

Fig. 2.6 Simplified model of a three phase STATCOM

f-
'L
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coupling provided by the series reactance X¡, which is mainly the leakage reac-

tance of the transformer. As mentioned at the beginning, the sign of I¡ depends on

the controllable converter ouþut magnitude Vo. When \ equals the line voltage

i.e. vo = vL, the line cunent is zero (Fig. 2.7(b)). It means that there is no

exchange of reactive power between the converter and the line. When \ is higher

Capacitive Mode
Vo r Vr,

IL

VL

Zero Mode
Vo=VL

Vr"Þ

-ï--)v o (fund)

I¡(t)=0
vr(t)

(c)(b)

Fig. 2.7 Phasor diagrams and waveforms for the three modes of operation

than the line voltage i.e. Vo ) VL, leading reactive cunent is drawn from the line

i.e. the capacitive cunent (Fig.2.7(a)). It means that vars are generated. when Vo

Inductive Mode
Vo. VL

_ Vo rrun¿lÞ+

vr(t)
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is lower than the line voltage i.e. Vo ( VL,lagging reactive current (inductive) is

drawn from the line i.e. vars are absorbed, (Fig.2.7(c)). In conclusion, the type of

reactive power produced by the STA|COM is determined by the values of \ rela-

tive to V¡. The value of Vo, the converter output voltage, can be controlled in two

different ways. The first method is by using PWM techniques which has already

been described in Section 2.3.The other one is to control the phase displacement

of Vo relative to V¡ as to allow an exchange of active power between the line and

STAfCOM. As a result, the capacitor can be charged or discharged to raise or

lower the dc voltage respectively. If for example [10], in the capacitive mode,

when \ is delayed by 4 degree, the current flowing into the capacitor has a posi-

tive dc component as shown in Fig. 2.8(b). Consequently, the capacitor is charged

up to raise the dc voltage, v¿r. Note that the phase difference between \ and v¡

is less than 90o due to a small quantity of average real power flow from the ac sys-

tem side into the converter. Fig. 2.8(a) shows the waveforms and phasor diagrams

when the three phase STATCOM is in a steady state capacitive mode. To have an

inductive current, Vo must smaller than v¡. This time \ is made to lead V¡ by a

few degrees, in order for a small amount of active power start to flow out of the

STA| COM. The next section will describe this in more detail.
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(a) Steady State

0-*l f*io

(b) Charging Mode

Fig. 2.8 Waveþrms and phasor diagrams for steady state and charging
capacitive mode.

IL

VL
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2.6 TWO CONVERTER REPRESENTATION

A "fwo converter representation" [11] concept is useful in explaining

how the phase difference between vo and v¡ affect the operation of the sTAf-

COM. The single phase STA|COM shown in Fig 2.3(a) is inherently two converr-

ers connected in inverse parallel and can be redrawn as Fig. 2.9. There are two

converters which operate in two different modes. Converter-1 operates in the

inverter mode to allow the real power to flow from the dc side to ac side throueh

Converter 1 Converter 2

Fig. 2.9 Two converters representqtion of the single phase STATCOM
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it. Converter-2 acts as an uncontrolled rectifier, where a small quantity of average

real power flows from the ac side to the dc side (opposite to the converter-1). Ini-

tially, when converter-l is not conducting, capacitor C is charged up to the peak

value of the supply voltage through converter-2 and remains at that voltage as

long as no real power transfer occurs between the circuit and the supply. If the

switches of converter-1 are operated to obtain the fundamental of the STAICOM

output voltage slightly leading the ac system voltage, converter-1 conducts for a

longer period than the converter-2 causing a net real power flow from the dc side

to the ac side. This in turn decrease the capacitor voltage and thus reactive power

is absorbed by the STIffCOM.

The converse is true when the STATCOM ouþut voltage lags the sys-

tem voltage by a few degrees, to give an increase in the capacitor voltage and

hence the leading mode of operation. Thus, it may be concluded that the reactive

power absorbed or generated by the STIfICOM can be controlled by one parame-

ter, i.e the phase angle between the fundamental of the STAICOM ouþut (Vo) and

the ac system voltage. The amount of reactive po\iler being generated or absorbed

depends on the magnitude of Vo.
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2.7 THE ROLE OF THE CAPACITOR

Conventional shunt capacitors or shunt reactors cause leading (capaci-

tive) current or lagging (inductive) cuffent by the repetitive action [12] of accu-

mulating the energy into the energy storage devices and releasing it to the line as

shown in Fig. 2.10.

Vosinøt

Shunt capacitor Line

Power
P(r)

VIp 1t7= 
' oio sinzat

¿

Fig. 2.10 Powerfiow betyveen the line and shunt capacitor

In case of the three phase STAICOM, the sum of three phase powers

which flows into the STAICOM from the line is zeÍo at anv instance while the

three line voltages are balanced, as shown in Fig 2.ll.Inother words, the STAT-

COM which has no energy storage device can cause leading (capacitive) current

v(t)=
I
I

V

I(t)= Io

I

I

I

ü
r--''t i

lFlI I-J- |

L--J 
IV-å
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or lagging (inductive) current,

every instance.

STATCOM LINE

<@ tii,j'

by circulating the energy among three phases at

BI
CI

Vn= Vosin (ot)

Vr= tt"sin(ar- rroo )

vr= Vosin(''t-2400)

In = Iocos(at)

1, = l,.or(o:r- rzoo)

z" = l,.or(r t- 2400)

P(t) = VAIA+VBIB+V"Ir= 0

Fig. 2.11 Powerfiow between the line and STATCOM

Therefore, the net instantaneous power at the ac output terminals of the

STI{ICOM is zero. Since the net instantaneous power at the ac output terminals

must always be equal to the net instantaneous power at the dc input terminals

(neglecting the losses in the semiconductor devices), the real input power pro-

vided by the dc source (charged capacitor) must be zero. Hence, theoretically, the

srArcoM does not need the energy storage device, i.e: the dc capacitor plays no

part in the reactive power generation.
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However, with a practical converter some amount of harmonics in the

ac output are generated due to an imperfect sinewave of the converter output volt-

age waveform. For this reason, there is a small amount of fluctuating power at the

ac terminals. To establish an equilibrium [4] between the instantaneous output and

input power of the converter, the converter must have a corresponding ac "ripple,,

current flowing through the dc capacitor. In other words, the dc capacitor acts as a

passive filter. The presence of the input ripple current components thus is entirely

due to the ripple components of the output voltage, which are a function of the

output waveform fabrication technique used. This current for a converter with

high pulse number, under balanced ac output conditions is very small. However,

under unbalanced conditions, which can result in significant fluctuating po\¡/er at

the ac terminals, a large ripple current would flow through the dc capacitor. In

general the main factors in determining the size of the capacitor are:

1) The maximum capacitor ripple current due to the anticipated worst

case unbalance.

2) The selected steady-state and allowed transient overvoltage across

the capacitor.
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So far in the discussion, the semiconductor switches of the converters

are assumed lossless. In a practical STA|COM this is not the case. Therefore, dur-

ing the discharging of the capacitor some of its energy is being used up to com_

pensate the internal losses of the converter. During the steady state in both

capacitive and inductive mode, the phase angle difference of V¡ and I¡ is less than

90o and the converter absorbs it losses from the ac system. When the losses are

compensated in this way, there is no continuous real power required from the dc

source and no separate power supply is needed. only a capacitor is required to

maintain a smooth dc voltage (v¿.) while carrying the ripple current drawn by the

converter.

2.8 GTO TI{YRISTOR S\ryITCH

The GTOs in the voltage source converter do not require reverse volt-

age blocking capability. They must block a forward voltage equal to the dc voltage

plus overshoot due to stray inductance in the converter structure.The cu11ents

through the converter switches, each consisting of a GTo and, adiode are shown
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for var generation in Fig. 2.r2(a) and for var absorption in Fig.2.l2(b). Note that

only the output phase a currents are shown and for clarity the currents are assumed

to be pure sinewaves.With purely reactive loading, the GTOs and the anti-parallel

connected free wheeling diodes each carry quarter wave segments of the funda-

mental current.When the converter is supplying vars to increase the line voltage,

the GTOs must be capable of being turned off(commutated) at the peak of the

culrent (see Fig. 2.I2(a)). When the converter is absorbing vars to decrease the

line voltage or compensate for capacitive loading, the GTOs are naturally coÍtmu-

tated as the current passes through zero (see Fig.2.l2(b)). Therefore, the STAI-

COM can absorb vars transiently, well above its steady state rating. This feature is

very effective in limiting overvoltage during load rejections.

(a) Vars Generated

þ) Vars Absorbed

Fig. 2.12 Converter switch (GTO and diode) current
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2.9 CHOICE OF FFM VERSUS PWM

As stated in the previous section, one of the ways to control the reac-

tive current produced by the STAICOM is to control the phase angle difference

between the fundamental of the converter ouþut (vo) and the ac system voltage.

This technique is known as a "Fundamental Frequency Modulation,, (FFM).

Another possible technique is the Pulse width Modulation (pwM). The pwM

approach allows a direct adjustment of converter ouþut voltage (Vo) without any

phase shifting action between \ and the ac system voltage. In the pulse-width

modulation (PwM) technique, the GTos switch several times per fundamental

half -cycle to introduce notches in the voltage waveform. This technique can be

used to control the amplitude of the fundamental inverter output voltage and pro-

vide reduction of harmonics at the ac terminals. While having the ability to vary

the inverter voltage, PwM allows the dc bus voltage to be kept constant.

The multiple switching of the GTos increase losses in the GTo

devices and their snubber circuits. These extra losses reduce the efficiency of the

converter. Consequently, at present PWM is less athactive for utility applications

which require high efficiency and large power ratings. However, it has certain
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advantages such as faster response and capability for harmonic elimination, which

could be exploited in future with semiconductor device improvements.

If a way can be found to get harmonic reduction and voltage control

without the increase in losses, it would seem to be preferable. Hence, the FFM

approach was chosen for the control circuit in this investigation. All of the GTOs

are switched at a 60-Hz rate. No extra switching losses occur, and efficiency is

maximized. Obtaining the control flexibility necessary for harmonic reduction and

voltage control without extra switching requires many GTO devices and requires

that they be gated at different times. This would at first appear to be a penalty, but

in a rating as large as 10 MVA, many GTos are required to carry the current.

Present implementations of the srlfrcoM l3,l2,r5Jll typically employ funda-

mental frequency switching.
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2.10 CONTROL STRATEGY

The control strategy adopted in this investigation is based on the funda-

mental frequency switching (FFM). As described in the preceding sections, the

reactive output of the advanced static var compensator considered can be control-

led by a single parameter: the phase angle between the output voltage of the

inverter and the ac system voltage. This is because this phase angle controls the

real power absorbed from, or supplied to, the dc storage capacitor, and the voltage

of this capacitor determines the amplirude of the voltage produced by the inverter

and thereby the reactive power generated for, or absorbed from the ac svstem.

There are two main tasks that the control scheme based on the above

principle has to achieve. One is to establishes and maintain synchronism befween

the output voltage of the converter and the other is to control the phase angle

between them' Fig.2.13 shows the control loop [13] that was designed to perform

the above tasks.The control loop relies on a phase-locked loop based firing sys-

tem. A Voltage Controlled Oscillator (VCO) generates the angle information, the

phase of which is compared with that of the bus voltage. The ouþut of the reactive

power PI controller (PI/ represents the var demand signal. The var demand signal

forces the Phase Locked Loop to produce the phase angle required for the con-
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Pmeasured

verter output voltage (vo) and either slightly lags or leads the line voltage (vr).

Firing pulses
for the switching
devices gates

Figure 2.13 Phase lock loop þr reactive power control

The control signal coming out from the PIo ouþut, together with the filtered phase

error from the phase detector, is fed through a Proportional Integral block to

change the vCo ouþut frequency. The steady state is reached when the phase

error has a value of zero, which indicates synchronism between the ac system and

the VCO. The gate drive logic produces the proper gate signals needed to produce

an output voltage in phase with the ac system voltage.

Va
Vb
Vc
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2.11 SIMULATION OF A BASIC SIX.PULSE STATCOM

Based on the principle and circuit analysis discussed in this chapter, a

six-pulse STATCOM was digitally modelled to study and validate its operational

performance. Simulation activities v/ere carried out using the PSCADÆMTDC

program. PSCADiEMTDC is an electromagnetic transient simulation program,

with a graphical interface, for simulation of complex electrical power networks

and the associated controls (Manitoba IIVDC Centre t14l).

2.ll.l EMTDC Model

six-pulse STATCOM

Fig. 2.14 The simulation circuit

A simple system, shown in Fig. 2.14, comprising of an infnite source,

a transformer with leakage inductance and a six pulse STA|COM was simulated.

The rating of the system is given in appendix A. As suggested in the control strat-

Infinite Source
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aEY, àphase locked loop (PLL) is the control loop used in the EMTDC control cir-

cuit model. A Phase Locked Loop locked to the system frequency was used to

obtain the phase angle i.e. angle difference between converter output and ac sys-

tem voltage. The phase angle controls the reactive power transfer between the

srAfcoM and the system. The firing signals corresponding to FFM mode of

operation were obtained using the PLL ouþut and the EMTDC discrete logic

components. Harmonic analysis of the circuit was done with the aid of the Fourier

analysis tools provided in the program. To study the performance of the STAI-

CoM, a V¡\r demand signal was incorporated in the PLL. This signal was changed

manually to study the dynamic response of the STATCOM.

2.11.2 STATCOM Operatíons in Leading and Lagging Mode

This simulation was conducted in both full leading and full lagging

mode srArcoM operations. Fully leading and futly lagging correspond to

-100 MVfu capacitive and +100 MVfu inductive respectively. Fig. 2.15 shows

voltage and current waveforms for the line and converter (ac and dc sides) when

the STATCOM was operating at fully leading mode. Similar sets of waveforms for

fully lagging operation are shown in Fig. 2.16. As can be seen from Fig. 2.15(a)
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and (b), Vo is bigger than V¡ and the line curïent is leading the voltage. It means

o LincVolbgc(VL)inp.U. o VSCVolþgc(Vo)inp.U.

-Linc 
CMmr(¡L) in P.U. LincVok¡ge (VL) in P.U.

.v... v \ t..v..'

0.72

(d)

Fig. 2. I 5 Waveþrms for leading mode of operation

that the STIIICOM is generating the reactive po\Mer. The converse is true for the

STAICOM operating in the inductive region and absorbs reactive power. The

waveforms are shown in Fig. 2.I6.The staircase waveshape of voltage for both

the lagging and leading reactive currents can clearly be seen. It is obvious that the

line currents are not sinusoidal. On the dc side of the converter, both capacitor

voltage and current demonstrate a ripple as shown in Fig. 2.15(c)-(d) and Fig.

2.16(c)-(d). The spectrum of the line current and capacitor dc current are given in

Fig.2.r7 and Fig. 2.18 for leading and lagging operation respectively. The pres-

0,71 0.72 0.73 0,4

(b)(a)

Capac ilor Yolbgc (Vdc)
Cap¡cirorcùrenr (ldc)
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ence of a large 5th and 7th harmonics in the line current is unacceptable. Conse-

o Lincvolbgc(VL)inP.U. o vSvolbsc(vo)inp.U.
2

t

0

n

-tiiÊCumt(lL)i¡P.U. 
. . Linèvotbgc(vL)inp.U.

/'u\n/u\,

130

125

120

2

I

<ô

n

-2
0.7t 0.72

(c)

Fig. 2.16 Waveformsfor lagging mode of operatíon

quently, the basic six-pulse STAICOM is not suitable for practical application in

high voltage po\ryer systems. It is evident that the STATCOM is a source of volt-

age and current harmonics. The harmonic distortion of the inverter voltage in turn

causes a distortion in the line current.The DC-capacitor gets a ripple current,

which leads to a small ripple in the DC- voltage depending on the capacitance.For

3

2

I

'.1 o

.l

-3
0.71 0,t2 0.73 0.71

(a)

0.71 0.72 0.73 0.74

(b)

0.72

(d)

> rrq

fl0

105

ro0
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this fype of STA|COM, the line current contains harmonic components of fre-

quency gntl)f , where/is the frequency and n=1,2,3. etc.

o

o
@

0

t5æ

(b)

Fig. 2.17 Harmonic spectrumfor leadÌng mode

Li¡cCuRnr (¡L)

15 20 25

Hmonic Nunk

(b)

Fig. 2.18 Harmonic spectrumfor lagging mode
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2. I 1.3 Dynamíc Operations

To illustrate the dynamic response of the STAICOM,Fig.2.I9 shows

its response to the step change of the reactive power demand.The figure indicates

that the phase locked loop and proportional-integral controller available in the

EMTDC program can respond to reactive potver changes from fully leading to

fully lagging within two and half cycles of the system frequency (60 Hz). This

demonstrates that FFM gives good dynamic response. However, there may be

advantages in using PWM techniques to improve the response speed.

Step Response

Qrect

Fig 2.19 Dynamic response of the STATCOM
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2.11.4 The Effects of Capacítor Síze

The first part of this studies is to compare the values of the ripple

befween the two operational modes. previously, Fig.2.15(c) has displayed a ripple

Fig. 2.20 DC capacitor vortage rippteforfuil reading mode of operation

in the capacitor voltage. To emphasize this point, a zoomed in waveform of capac-

itor voltage is shown again in Fig. 2.20(b). Fig. 2.21 shows a comparison of the

ripple presence in the capacitor voltage between the two modes of operations. It is

obvious that the peak to peak rþple is worst in the capacitive mode, as shown in

Fig' 2.21(a). This is because the value of the dc capacitor voltage is maximum at

fully leading operation.

tn

(b)(a)
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CFrsh$tte)

ll7

il5

fil

Itt

(b)

Fig. 2.21 comparison ofvoltage ripple betweenfull capacitive andfuil inductíve

The efflect of capacitor size on the ripple was also investigated.Two

extreme values of capacitance were chosen i.e. C=10 and C= 100 ¡rr The wave-

form corresponding to c=10 ¡rF, shown in Fig 2.22(a), has much worse peak to

0,345 0.35

(a)

C=l 00 uF (capacitive)

Cap volbgc

0.33 0.3i15 0.34 0,345 0.35 0.3s5 0.36

(b)

Fíg. 2.22 DC capacitor voltage rtpple for difference values of capacitance

(q)
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peak ripple compared to C=100 p.e in Fig. 2.22(b). Hence, the capacitor can limit

the ripple on the dc-voltage. The simulation was also conducted to determine the

influence of the capacitor size to the dynamic response of the sTATCOM. The

MVAI demand was set to dynamically change from fully leading to fully lagging,

then back to fully leading.The results are shown in Fig. 2.23 for c=10 ¡rF and Fig.

2.24 for c=100 pr. The controller gains have been optimized.to give a fast

response. The big value of capacitance has alarge oveshoot i.e.20%o and takes

longer time than small capacitance to come close to the demand MVAr. With the

small capacitor, response to the demand MVfu within ¡wo third of the cycle. It

takes almost seven cycles for the big capacitor to settle to within ro/o of the

demand MVAI. It can be concluded that the big capacitor value shows in generai a

more sluggish response to the dynamic change. Stemmler [16] has anributed this

dynamic response to energy interchange between the capacitor and the trans-

former inductance.

The main purpose of this studies is to investigate several operating

topologies of STAICOMS. The selection of the capacitor is a design problem. The

value of 100 pF chosen is probably unrealistically large, but does not have a bear-

ing on the essential arguments.
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C=10 uF

-Qr¿cr 
' -- QÉr

02 0.3 0.4 0 s 0.6 0.7

Fig. 2.23 Dynamic response when capacitor is I0 uF

C=I00 uF
_qæo"r -.,. a.f

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7

Fig. 2.24 Dynamic response when capacitor is I00 uF
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2.11.5 Other Feature

Fí9.2.25 shows the result of reactive power output versus DC voltage.

The reactive power output as a function of DC voltage shows a linear relationship.

100

50

0

-100
1 15 120 125 130 135

DC-Voltage

Fig. 2.25 Reactive power output versus DC-Voltage

MVAr Ouçut versus DC-Voltage
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CHAPTER 3

Topologies _for
ÃZgwlse STATC&M

3.1 INTRODUCTION

A large line current harmonics produced by the basic 6-pulse

srATCoM illustrated in the previous chapter would make it impractical

for high power application. A more complex circuit is needed to improve

the harmonics performance without resorting to a large filtering device in

order to meet the harmonic requirement. This chapter will look at how the

basic circuit can be combined to form a twelve pulse structure. There are

four different circuit topologies of l2-pulse srATCoM being compared

here. Their harmonic performance is the main subject of this analysis.
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3.2 BENEFITS OF HIGH PTILSE STATCOM

(a) Increased Power Rating

Compensators for utility applications require ratings from 10s to l00s

of MV¡\r [5]. with 4.5kv/3kA GTos, the basic six-pulse srArcoM allows a

maximum DC-voltage of 3kv and a line current of l.3kA (rms-values). This

means a reactive power of 3.9MVAI in the inductive and capacitive mode. Hence,

by adding one or more converters into the basic structure the power rating of the

STA|COM is increased.

(b) Improved Harmonic Performânce

With the basic six-pulse STAICOM the corresponding harmonic com-

ponents that appear in the line current are normally intolerable and have to be

reduced by costly parallel filter banks on the power system side. The extended cir-

cuit, twelve or higher pulse number, a multi-pulse method is used to improve the

harmonic performance of the STAICOM. The multi-pulse methods involves mul-

tiple converters connected so that the harmonics generated by one converter are

cancelled by harmonics produced by other converters.This technique is well

known in conventional thyristor rectifiers to increase the pulse number of the DC-
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current and reducing the distortion of the line current. The same

applied to the srArcoM. This concept wiil be discussed in rhe

principle can be

following section.

3.3 TRUE AND QUASI MULTI.PULSE METHODS

In the true multi-pulse methods [14], phase-shifting transforïners are

an essential ingredient in providing the mechanism for complete cancellation of

harmonic current pairs, for example, the 5th and.Tthharmonics, or the l lth and

13th and so on. For the quasi multi-pulse [15], firing control is operated as to have

the same phase displacement effect like in the phase shifting transformer by firing

each component bridge at a different firing angle. This is done at the expense of an

incomplete cancellation of harmonic current pairs and hence the word quasi is

originated.

The concept of true multi-pulse is considered first by referring to the

circuit shown in Fig. 3.1. Here two separate loads are fed from two converters,

each having its own supply transformer. Converter #2 is fed through a wye/delta

transformer that produces a three-phase set of secondary voltages shifted by 30o

with respect to the primary voltage. converter #l is fed by secondary voltages,
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from wye/wye transformer, which has no phase shift. since the fwo converter

operate with the same control angle, the fundamental frequency currents on the ac

side of the two transfoÍners are in phase with one another. The symmetry between

two converter current waveforms can be seen in Fig.3.2(a). However, some of the

harmonic currents are differently phased because of the transformer action. For

discussion purpose in this example, let us consider only the 5th and,Tthharmon-

ics. As shown in Fig. 3.2(c),the 5th andTthharmonic are shifted to 1g0o in the

Converter# I Converter# 2

Fig. 3.1 Two separate converters with equal toad and dffirent trønsþrmers

converter #2 input current. Fig. 3.2(b) shows the phase of harmonic for converter

#1 input current where the 5th and 7th are at 0o. Hence, the 5th and.Tthharmonic

currents are in phase opposition which will be diminished in the resultant line cur-
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rent as illustrated in Fig. 3.2(d). Also shown in Fig. 3.3 are the harmonic spectrum

i.e. magnitudes of both converters currents. These phase relationships can be indi-

cated in the expressions for ac currents fed to each converter as follows:

il = arsin(0) +ørsin(5e+¡"s) *øzsin(7e+1,7) +... (3.1)

and i2 = arsin(0) +arsin(50+Àr-n) +a7sin(70+17-rc) +... (3.2)

thus, il+i2 - 2a,sin(0) +2ø,,sin(lle+Àll) r2a,rsin(13e+Àr3) +... (3.3)

Derivation of these series is given in the appendix A. Thus, it can be said that

some of the harmonic currents required by one converter are supplied by another.

The phase shift provided by the transformer must be appropriate for the number of

converter. In general, the minimum phase shift required for cancellation of current

harmonics in a converter with 6-pulse waveform is,

phase shift o = (60 lnumber of converters) (3.4)
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True l2pulse
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Fig. 3.2 True 12-pulse converter current waveforms and its spectrum
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Con. #l Inpu! CMent

34s
HÂmonic Number

(a)

Con. #2 lnput CuÍcnt

345
Hmonic Numbcr

(b)

Fig. 3.3 Harmonic spectrum (magnitude) for both converters currents.
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Quasi multi-pulse methods do not use phase shifting transformers. As

stated earlier, the phase displacement is achieved by mean of the firing control

mechanism. Consider the circuit shown in Fig. 3.4. Both converters have the same

wye/wye transformers which provide no phase shift but they operate with differ-

ent control angle. Converter #2 is operated to have a 30o control angle delay with

respect to converter #1. The input current waveforms for both converters are no

^^0CI, = JU

con.#2 
I

rnput current 

t
I con.#l
I lnDut cuÍent

Y

Converter # I Converter # 2

Fig. 3.4 Two separate converters with equal load and same transþrmers

longer in phase as shown in Fig. 3.5(a). The effect of 30o firing delay to the 5th

harmonic current input of converter #2 is to shift it from 0o to - 150o and the 7th

harmonic to +150oas shown in Fig. 3.5(c). Fig 3.6 shows the magnitude of har-

monic currents for both converters.
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Quasi I 2pulse
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Fig. 3.5 Quasi I2-pulse converter current waveforms and its spectrum
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Con. #l lnpur CMcnt

Con. É2 Input Curcnr

20
f76

88

0

Fig. 3.6 Harmonic spectrum (magnitude) for both converters currents.

A conclusion that can be made from these results is some of the har-

monic current pairs are not exactly in phase opposition. This is due to the diflerent

overlap angles in each bridge. Hence their cancellation is incomplete and they

appear to some degree in the line current as shown in Fig. 3.5 (d).

xÍo{
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3.4 CIRCTIIT TOPOLOGIES FOR l2-PULSE STATCOM

There are four different circuir topologies [16] of 12-pulse srAfcoM

that have been considered in this investigation; the difference lies in the way the

phase shifting transformers are arranged to connect the two converter bridges

together. Both true and quasi multi-pulse methods have been applied.

3.4.1 Basic Quasi I2-Pulse Circuít

The circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 3.7. The circuit uses the quasi

technique to form a l2-pulse STlfICoM. The secondary windings are three sepa-

rate isolated windings and it referred to as open wye transformer. Only one phase

of connection is shown in the circuit diagram. The voltage across the secondary

winding is the difference of the converter voltages. A phasor diagram in Fig. 3.7

shows the phase angles of the upper (V.1) and lower (v.2) converter voltages with
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respect to the line voltage as being a, ând

control, cr, and o"2 are the same and equal

02 respectively.

to 0.26 rad.

IL

For a full harmonic

Vcl-V"z
-Þ

VL
-Ycz

converter # I

q2

Transfomer
leakage

Fíg. j.7 Basic Quasi I2-Pulse círcuit and phasor diagram

3.4.2 True I2-Pulse lltith Simplífied Transþrmer Connection

The circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 3.8. A phase shifting transformer

is used in this design. Both wye-delta transformer winding have the same rating.

The wye configured winding is an open wye transformer. The delta winding is
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connected across the ouþut of the lower six-pulse converter. In the upper bridge

the phase connection from the GTo valves is to the open wye part of the trans-

former phase, the other terminal of that phase being connected to the ac bus.The

converters are operated as such their voltage ouþuts are separated by 30o but have

the same amplitude, as illustrate in phasor diagram Fig. 3.8. The phase-shifted

fundamental voltage induced in each winding from the upper inverter falls

directly in phase with the fundamental voltage produced by the lower inverter.

This results in a true 12-pulse ouþut having twice the fundamental amplirude pro-

duced by each six-pulse inverter.
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Fig' 3.8 True I2-pulse circuit with simplffied transþrmer and phasor diagram

3.43 True l2-Pulse With Multi-wtnding Transformer

The circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 3.9. There are two secondary

windings, one in star and the other one in delta. The converters are being con-

nected in parallel. This is again a true 12-pulse since it employed the phase shift-
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ing transfoÍners. The same operational arangement is applied to this circuit as it

does to the previous one. The phasor diagram in Fig. 3.9 illustrates this fact.

converter # I

Fig. 3.9 True I2-pulse circuitwith muhi-winding transþrmer and phasor diagram

3.44 True l2-pulse With Seríes Connected Primøry Wínding

The circuit diagram is shown in Fig.3.10. There are two transformers

in this circuit. The primary windings are connected in series. Again, the same
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operational arrangement as in the previous circuit. This is shown by the phasor

diagram in Fig. 3.10.

Vcl

VL

Fig. 3. I 0 True I 2-pulse circuit with series connected primary and phasor diagram

3.5 REST]LTS OF SIMT]LATIONS AND DISCUSSIONS

All circuit topologies were operated at full leading mode in the simula-

tion. Table 1 summarizes the analvsis concluded from the simulation results.
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Important characteristic waveforms ',vith their spectra are illustrated in Fig. 3.1 I

through Fig. 3.14 for every circuit conflguration. Focus is made primarily on the

line cunent harmonic content.

The srAfcoM ouþur volrages presented are acruaily the srAfcoM

resultant voltage behind leakage impedance. This point is actually not accessible

in a real transformer. On the dc side of the circuit, the peak to peak ripple voltage

gives a feel for the quality of the capacitor voltage. Following comments only

highlight the significant difference of an individual circuit compared to others in

term of the harmonic performance. Similar conclusions are seen with full lagging

performance but are not shown in this report. The following table shows a sum-

mary of results for a full leading operation of each srlflcoM configuration.
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Circuit

configurations

AC Side DC Side lL,

THD
(%)

Primary Secondary capacitor
current
harmonics
eliminated

capacitor
voltage
ripplã
(%)

Eliminated
Line current
harmonics, I¡

Eliminated
Inverter

current harmonics

Basic l2-pulse quasi (5/7), (r7 t19) (5/7), (r7 /19) (6), (8) 5.0 12.6

True l2-pulse with
simplified transformer

5/7, t7 /19 5/7, 17/tg 6,8 J.Z o./

True l2-nulse with
multi-winding
transformer

5/7 , 17 /lg 6,8 A1 o./

lrue lz-pulse
with series connected
primary

5/7,17/tg 5/7, t7/19 6,8 t.2 6.7

Table I Summary of the results

note: (5/7), (17 /19), (6) and (8) harmonic numbers shown in parentheses means minimized but
not eliminated.
Only harmonics up to l9th order are considered

3.51 Basíc Quasi I2-Pulse Circuit

The characteristic waveforms and related harmonic spectra are shown

in Fig. 3.11. The quasi multi-pulse method is used to minimize the 5th and 7th

harmonic in the line current. The minimization also influences the 17th and 19th

and the corresponding components (6th, 18th) in the dc circuit. Its line curïent

total harmonic distortion (THD) is 12.6%o, which shows a gteatreduction form

48.5% THD in basic 6-pulse circuit. The 5%o peak to peak ripple in capacitor volt-
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age is the worst compared to other circuits. An interesting observation from all

these results is the ability to improve the harmonic performance without acquiring

the phase shifting transformer. This gives a simplification to the transformer

design.

200

f00

0

.r00

.200

0.s9999

Fig. 3.1 I (i) Converter #1 & #2 output voltages

Þ Co¡.OuÞutVolt(Vo)i'P.U. o LincCumnt(lL)inP.U

Fig. 3.11(ii) STATCOM resultant voltage behind leakage impedance and line current

tr Con.{lOut}utVok(vcl) o Con.f2OutturVoh(Vc2)
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FiS. 3.11(iiÐ Capacítor current
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Fig. 3.ll(iv) Capacitor voltage
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Fig. 3.11(v) AC-Líne current harmonic spectrum
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Hmonic Numbcr

Fig. 3.ll(vi) DC-Capacitor current harmonic spectrum
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3.52 Ttae I2-Pulse WÌth Símplffied Transþrmer Connection

The characteristic waveforms and related harmonic spectra are shown

in Fig. 3.12. On the ac circuit, harmonic contents in line current and converter cur-

rent are the same. It appear that this circuit has the same harmonic performance as

in the true i2-pulse with series connected primary winding. This is not the case on

the dc side. It has bigger ripple in capacitor voltage. The circuit certainly provides

a simple transformer design. However, the stepping up or down of voltage is not

possible for this transformer.

0.61 0.62 0.ß

Fig. 3.12 (i) Converter#l outputvoltage
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o Con. Outpur Volt (vo) in pu o Linc Curcnr 0L) ¡n þu

Fig. 3.12(ii) STATCOM output voltage and line current
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Fig. 3. I 2 (iíi) Capacitor voltage ripple
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Fíg. 3.12 (iv) Capacitor current
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3.12 (v) AC-Line current harmoníc spectrum
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Fig. 3.12 (vi) DC-Capacitor current harmonic spectram

3.53 True I2-Pulse lïtith Multi-wínding Trønsþrmer

The characteristic wavefonns and related harmonic spectra are shown

in Fig. 3.13. There is a difference in harmonic content between voltages on pri-

mary i.e. the STATCOM ouþut voltage and secondary sides of the coupling trans-

former. In the STAICOM output voltage only the 11th and 13th and 23rd and25th

etc. harmonics appear. However, on the secondary side of the transformer still all

harmonics are present as sho'vrin in Fig. 3.13(Ð. In other words, current is more

distorted on the converter side than on the line side. However, the system is par-

=
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tially redundant because it can operate with just one converter at half of the nomi-

nal power with degraded harmonic performance. compared to the previous

circuit, this transformer allows a step up or down voltage operations but more

complicated windings.

20 25 30

Hamonic Number

Fig. 3. I 3 (i) Converter secondary voltage and its spectrum
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Fourier Analysis
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o LincCùRnr(lL)inpu

Fig 3.13 (ii) STATCOM Converter output voltage and line current

Fig. 3.13 (iii) Capacitor voltage ripple
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Fig. 3.13 (iv) Capacitor curcent
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':

05r01520æ30s40s
HÁmonic Nunbcr

Fig. 3.1 3 (v) AC-Line current harmonic spectrum

H¡monic Numh.

Fig. 3.1 3(vi) DC-Capacítor current ltannonic spectrum

3.54 True l2-pulse With Seríes Connected Prímary Winding

The characteristic wavefonns and related harmonic spectmm are

shown in Fig. 3.14. Unlike the previous circuit, the 5th aîdTthharmonic currents

components are eliminated on both sides of the transformers. This achievement is

very important since it means strongly reduced peak currents in the converter. The

design of the converter depends closely on this peak value and a reduction of it

allows a higher rms value and, therefore, a larger srArCoM power rating. Fur-

thermore, this circuit has the lowest peak to peak capacitor voltage ripple com-

7S

6@

@0

rs
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pared to the rest of the circuits. However, the transformer arrangement requires

the largest number of windings but lesser rating than any of the earlier discussed

option

d

r@

,r@

0.6 0.61 0e o.É o.q o.ñ

Fig. 3. I 4 (í) Converter # I output voltage
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E Con. Ourpor Volr (Vo) in pu o Linc Cùrcnr (lL) ùr Þu
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Fig. 3.14 (ii) STATCOM output voltage and line current

0.61 0.62 0.63 0.s

Fig. 3. I 4(ií) Capacitor voltage
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Fig. 3.14(iii) Capacitor curuent
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3.14 (vi) DC-Capacitor current harmonic spectrum
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HigÍt-Ps¿ls e Tnlwmb er S TAT C tMS

4.1 INTRODUCTION

The previous chapter has introduced the concepts of the multi-

pulse STAICOM. In that chapter we looked at different connections of two

converter bridges so as to provide full or partial harmonic cancellation.

This chapter extends further the concepts to a higher pulse STAICOM. For

transmission line applications, a pulse number of 24 or higher is required

Ii5] to achieve adequate waveform quality without the use of passive fil-

ters. The pulse number chosen for these studies is 48. Three different

topologies of 48-pulse STATCOM are analysed and compared through the

computer simulations performed to validate the circuits performance. The

important characteristic waveforms and their spectra are presented. Their

merits, based mainly on harmonics performance are highlighted.
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4.2 GENERAL CONCEPTS OF THE 48-PULSE STATCOM

A high number pulse STIffCOM is presently considered the most

practical [17] for high power utility applications. Using the concept of multipulse

methods, the input and ouþut of n basic six-pulse STAICOMS (which are oper-

ated with appropriate relative phase displacement) can be combined so as to

obtain an overall P=6n highpulse STATCOM structure. On the ac-side of this P-

pulse STAICOM, the frequencies of the harmonics present is [Pkrt ]f and the

amplitude of number kth harmonic is inversely proportional to fPktt ]. Variable f

is the fundamental output frequency and k=1,2,3,.... On the dc-side, the frequen-

cies of the harmonics present is Pkf and the amplitude of number kth harmonic is

inversely proportional to Pk. It is clear that the harmonic spectrum improves rap-

idly with increasing pulse number.

A 48-pulse STIICOM composed of eight basic six-pulse converters,

each with an appropriate phase shift, are combined to produce a multi-pulse volt-

age waveform which approximates sufficiently well the desired sine-wave. A vari-

ety of circuit arrangements, using different magnetic circuits, are possible to

implement the 48 -pulse STAICOM. The approach that has been taken in this

studies is to use a coupling transformer. The coupling transformer is split into
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eight of series-connected, uncoupled transformers, one for each three-phase con-

verter with an appropriately phase shifted secondary winding.

4.3 A TRUE 48-PTJLSE STATCOM

According to Eq. 3.4,the phase shift required for 48-pulse STATCOM

is 7.5o. To comply with true multipulse principles, a phase shifting transformer

that can deliver the desired shifting effect has to be employed in this configura-

tion. These uncofilmon phase angles shift needs a special transformer. Hence, the

zig-zagtransformer [18] is employed. The zig-zagwindings on the secondary side

of the coupling transformers are designed to give an appropriate phase shift to

each converter voltaee waveform.

4.3.1 Principle of Zigzag Transþrmer

The term "zigzag" refers to the manner in which output voltages are

formed from segments of different voltage vectors. With a three-phase supply,
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there are in affect six ways for the voltage vectors to zig and zag. These depend

upon selection of one of th¡ee angles and one of two polarities (directions).

An example of zigzag transformer giving a phase shift of o between

primary and secondary of line to neutral voltage is shown in Fig.4.l. The primary

transformer has a normal wye winding. There are six secondary windings which

are interconnected to form the ouþut zigzagwinding as shown in Fig. 4.1. The

corresponding vector diagram is also shown in Fig. 4.1. Since the schematic phys-

ical diagram of the windings conform to the vector diagram, we can deduce arela-

tionship between o and voltages inzigzagwindings as,

T/

--

. | .^^a Islnt rlu J

, 
nu' 

',
sinI oo'- oJ

I/
os

ñ(Ð - (4.1)

Thus, given the line to neutral voltage of zigzag output and choice of phase shift

o, we can determine the appropriate turns ratio between the long winding (26)

and the short winding(Vu) in the zigzagtransformer which will give us the

desired phase shift.
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vut

vnN

pnmary wye

vsIì

secondary zigzag

vut 
- Vb,

Ë
vbn

vc¡¡
ouþut phase b

Fig. 4.1 Schematic and vector diagram of a zigzag transþrmer

4.3.2 Structural and Operational Arrangement

The STATCOM consists of eight unit converters as shown inFig.4.2.

The converters are operated from a common dc capacitor voltage with a succes-

sive 7.5o phase-displacement. Each of the generated ouþut voltage waveform is

shifted by a transformer with zig-zag secondary winding configuration to cance-
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the phase-displacement of the converters. Starting from converter #1 through #8,

Fig. 4.2 A 48-pulse STATCOM with zig-zag coupling transþrmers

the zig-zagsecondary windings are designed to give phase shift of +26.250,

+18.750, +11.25o, +3.75c.,3.75c,-I1.25o,-18.750 and-26.250 respectively. This

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

l--

# 5 c3.?so)

# 6 çn.zs"¡
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results in only four transfotmer types among the eight transformers employed.

The t¡ansformed ouþuts of all converters (which are in phase) are suûtmed by the

series connection of all corresponding primary windings. Each transformer is

ratedat 1/8 of the total VA ouþut.

4.3.2 Results of Símulations and Discussíons

The main pu{pose of this studies is to investigate several operating of

STAICOM topologies. The selection of the capacitor is a design problem. The

value of 100 pF chosen is probably unrealistically large, but does not have abear

ing on the.essential arguments.

In the simulation, the STAICOM was set to operate at full leading

mode. Fig. 4.3 shows the ouþut voltage waveform of the STATCOM. It can be

seen that the STATCOM ouþut voltage waveform has a 48-pulse staircase wave-

shape. Although this waveform does not have the perfect sinusoidal shape, the
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culrent that the STA|COM drawn through its leakage impedance almost looks

200

100

0

-1 00

-200

0.607 0.627

Fig. 4.3 A true 48-pulse STATCOM output voltage

like a sinusoidal shape as shown in Fig. 4.4. As can be seen from the line current

harmonic spectrum shown in Fig. 4.5, the lowest harmonic component is the 47th.

and it presence is not significant as far as it amplitude is concerned. The line cur-

rent THD is calculatedas I.2%o. Hence, this 48-pulse STAICOM can be installed

without passive filter. Passive filters can cause additional dynamic response that

may degrade overall system performance. Additional resonances may occur in the

system employing the passive filters. Furthermore, it may increase the cost. How-

ever, this circuit requires that the voltage shared by each unit transformer be uni-

form by the adoption of the same value for the leakage impedance of each unit

Con. Outpur Voh (Vo)
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transformer. In the simulation, the zigzagtransformer leakage values have been

made purposely very small to avoid voltage imbalance problem.

i

I

0

.2

o Con.Ourpu¡Voll(Vo)inpu o Linc Curent (lL) in pu

Fig. 4.4 Line current and STATCOM output voltage

Fourier Analysis

Magnirude

xlo 3 900
o 750

: 600'E 450S sooE rso
0

Fig. 4.5 Line current harmonic spectrum
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On the dc part of the STIffCOM circuit, a similar clean waveform

quality is manifested. Fig. a.6@) illustrates almost a constant zero dc current. The

Fourier analysis of the dc current is shown in Fig. 4.1 on the next page. The peak-

to-peak ripple on the dc voltage is only 0.5%. Hence, it can be said that the capac-

itor is able to maintain nearly a constant dc value without showing any significant

fluctuation.

0,64

(b)

Fig. 4.6 DC-capacitor current and voltage

(a)

0.65
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Fourier Analysis

rro3 so
€ 280

@ 140

>70
0

20 25 30

Hamonic Number

Fig. 4.7 DC-capacitor current harmonic spectrum

4.4 A QUASr 4S-PULSE STATCOM

As explained in chapter 3, a quasi multipulse method does not use a

phase shifting transformer as in the previous circuit. Hence, the problem of leak-

age balancing can be avoided. This quasi 48-pulse STAICOM circuit elegantly

exploits the conventional wyeidelta transformer to form a true l2-pulse converter

as a basic building. Then, a number of these basic building blocks called module

are assembled to form a quasi 48-pulse STATCOM.
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4.4.1 Structural and Operational Arrangement

For a 48-pulse STAICOM, four identical modules are used. These

Fig. 4.8 A quasi 48-pulse STATCOM with conventional transþrmers

modules are combined by connecting the corresponding primary windings of all

converter # I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

À
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transformer in series as shown in Fig. 4.8. A module incorporates two six-pulse

converters, one operated from a lvye to wye, and the other from a rvye to delta

transformer. The converters in any unit module are operated as a true i2-pulse

STATCOM i.e. with 30o phase displacement. In addition, each module is operated

with successive 7.5o phase displacement using electronic phase delay (quasi).

4.4.2 Results of Simulations and Díscussions

The first small difference between this circuit and the previous one can

be spoffed in the converter output voltage waveshape. The quasi 48-pulse STAI-

Con. Output Volt (Vo)*of
tr:f

-rttL
0.606

Fig. 4.8 A quasi 48-pulse STATCOM output voltage
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COM output voltage does not have equal 48-pulse staircase waveshape as in the

true 48-pulse STATCOM. As shown by Fig. 4.9,the waveshape has less than 48-

pulse staircases. Another difference performance is the presence of residual 12-

pulse harmonic in the line current. The line current and its spectrum, shown in Fig

4.10, illustrates the present of llth, I3th,23,25thetc. harmonics. However, their

amplitudes are very small as demonstrated by the I.60/o THD number. Hence, it

can be said that the quasi 48-pulse STATCOM could approximate the line current

harmonic performance as in the true 48-pulse STI{ICOM.

(a)

o Con.OuÞutVolt(vo)inpu o Li¡cCurcn!(lL)inpu

05101520253035404550
Hamonic Number

Fig. 4.10 Line current, STATCOM output voltage and line curuent hqrmonic spectrum

"rot 
9oo

/5U

E 600

'E ¿soq

f50

0
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On the dc side of the circuit, the capacitor dc current (Fig. 4.11(a)) and

voltage ripple (Fig a.11(b)) are almost agreeable as in the true 48-pulse. The har-

monic spectrum for the capacitor dc current is given in Fig 4.I2.The magnetic cir-

cuit could be further optimized by using a cornmon iron structure reducing overall

MVA windings; but is beyond the scope of this thesis.

(b)

Fig 4. I I DC capacitor voltage and current

(a)
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5r0152025303540
Hamonic NumtEr

Fig. 4.12 DC current harmonic spectrum

4.5 
^QUASr 

48-PULSE WITH UNTFORM TRANSFORMERS

The concept of this circuit is similar to the previous circuit. The modi-

fication is made on the coupling transformers. Now the transformer configuration

is divided into two separate structures. One is called the uniform wye transforrners

andthe other is the main step-up transformer, as illustrated in Fig. 4.13. The con-

verters are grouped into two 24-pulse module STATCOM. The top and bottom

groups are called the wye and the delta converter groups respectively, correspond-

ing to the type of winding which they are connected to at the main transformer.
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4.5.1 Structural and Operatíonal Arrangement

The uniform wye transfoûner structure consist of wye/wye windings

with series connection on the primary.The wye and delta converter groups have

identical uniform wye structure. However, they are differ in firing angle control,

as indicated in Fig. 4.13. The main transformer is a single step down having wye

and delta secondarv.
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I

I

I

Å

I

I

I

uni form wye transformers

Fig. 4.31 A quasi 48-pulse STATCOM with uniform wye tansþrmers
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4.5.2 Results of Simulations and Discussion

Fig.4.l4(a) is the output voltage of the top wye converter goup. It has

small residual of 6-pulse harmonic as shown in Fig. 4.14(b). However, these har-

05101520253035404550
Hmonic Number

(b)

Fig. 4.14 The top converter group output voltage and its harmonic spectrum

monics do not exist in the final STATCOM output voltage which exhibits much

better waveshape as shown in Fig. 4.15. The line current and its harmonic spec-

r60

o 120

E
ú
2¡o

0

Con. Ourput Volr(vo)

trtl
I

''l
-'oo.l

-,,rf
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trum illustrated in Fig. 4.16 confirm the similar characteristics of this circuit, on

the line side, with the previous circuit. However, due to the small presence of

residual 6-pulse harmonics in the converter side the capacitor current shows a

slightly more ripple than then in previous circuit (Fig. a. 17(b) and 4. I 8). The same

can also be said to the capacitor voltage (Fig. .17(b)). Having mentioned all these,

0.62 0.63 0.64

Fig. 4.15 The STATCOM output voltage

this circuit is certainly comparable to the other two options discussed earlier espe-

cially the final output voltage thatitproduced. The uniformity of the wye wind-

ings transformer is a plus point to this circuit. The transfoÍners may be cheaper

and lighter.

Con. o/p
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(a)

o Con.ourpurVok(vo)ínpu o LincCfficnt(lL)inpu
2

1

0

-1

20 25 30

Hamonic Number

Fig. 4.16 Line current, STATCOM output voltage and line current harmonic spectrum

(b)

Fig 4.17 DC capacitor voltage and currenl
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Fig. 4.18 DC current harmonic spectrum
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Conclwsioyss

5.1 CONCLUSIONS

There are many possible circuit configurations for multi-pulse

type STAICOMS. A number of them have been introduced and compared

in this study. They have shown a îairly large difference in harmonic per-

formance. Therefore, the choice of a circuit for a certain application has to

be made very carefully. The main benefit of the multi-pulse connection is

the improvements in the harmonic performance. As the number of pulses

increase further reduction in harmonics is achieved. The po\¡/er rating is

also increased when a STATCOM has more basic converter bridges in its

structure. However, increasing the pulse numbers would add more trans-

formers and complicate the winding arrangements.
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In this thesis, a total of eight topologies of basic 6-pulse, 12-pulse and

48-pulse STAICOM have been modelled and evaluated to veriff their perform-

ance. The basic 6-pulse STAICOM has large low order harmonics in the ouþut

voltage and corresponding components in the line current. Therefore, this simple

circuit is impractical for high power applications.

Multi-pulse methods have been applied to the STAICOM circuit

design for improvement in its harmonic performance. There are various possible

circuit arrangements, using different magnetic devices, to implement a multi-pulse

STA|COM. The l2-pulse is the basic multi-pulse STAICOM. Four different

transformer affangements of l2-pulse STA|COM have been presented which

show a different harmonic performances.

The basic quasi l2-pulse circuit only minimizes the 5th and Tthhar

monic components while the true 12-pulse configurations have eliminated them

completely. The true 12-pulse circuit with only a wye/delta transformer represents

the simplest transformer affangement. However, the transformer ratio is confined

to only one to one ratio. The next circuit considered is the one which used multiple

secondary winding. This circuit requires larger MVA capacity as a result of partial

harmonic elimination on the converter side. The last 12-pulse circuit used the lars-
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est number of windings but lower rating. However, it has the best harmonic per-

formances among all. Despite the improved harmonic performances shown by the

12-pulse STA|COM, a passive filter is still required. Circuit (a) requires the larg-

est passive filter since it implement a quasi multi-pulse method where harmonic

cancellation is incomplete.

The perfect STAICOM would generate sinusoidal ouþut voltage and

draw a pure dc input current without harmonics. All the 48-pulse STA|COM

topologies studied in this thesis have been shown to be able to approximate satis-

factorily this ideal condition. However, the zigzag transformer used in the true 48-

pulse circuit has a leakage balancing problem. The quasi 48-pulse with conven-

tional wye/delta transformer can avoid the leakage problem. It is clear that 48-

pulse STATCOM could achieve adequate waveform quality without a passive fil-

ter. It has also been shown that the STAICOM with smaller capacitance value

would react faster to the dynamic change in reactive power demand. A slight fluc-

tuation of dc current in the of 48-pulse STI{ICOM allows an employment of a

small size capacitor in the circuit. Hence, one of the advantage of having a 48-

pulse connection is the faster response to the dynamic change. The quasi multi-

pulse behave just like the true multipulse when the pulse number is as high as 48.

Consequently, the choice has to be for the quasi multipulse arrangements since it
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offers uniformity in transformer design by using the conventional wye/delta wind-

ing. The quasi 48-pulse with uniform wye winding transformers separates the cou-

pling transformer into two parts. The selection of this circuit for the 48-pulse

STAICOM depends very much on achievement to reduce the weight of the trans-

former and the manufacturins cost.

5.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER WORKS

For a true evaluation, the following points should be given the consid-

erations:

a) Compared with a multi-level technique of improving the harmonic

performances.

b) Optimization of the magnetic structure.

c) More work have to be done on the dynamic response of the device

when connected to a transmission line.

d) Design of capacitor, transformer etc.

e) Fault studies.
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APPENDIX A: Basic 6-pulse STATCOM Rating

STAICOM Rating (Primary side)

Rated capacity

Rated voltage

Rated current

Rated AC voltage

Rated AC current

Pulse number

lOO MVA

100 kv

577.4 A

Rated frequency 60Hz

3 phases

Converter Rating

Rated capacity 100 MVA

Rated DC voltage (Vdc) 128.56 kV

100 kv

577.4 A

6
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APPENDIX B: Derivation of current in delta winding

î"

lo
-=

, -,i = -:-----:
dJ

It-l^
:-q

r D - ------=-

^,rJ

io+ iU+ i" = Q

in = arsin(0) +arsin(5e+Is) ta.si¡(7e+À7) tallsin(1le+Àll) +...

/^\t . ¿1tlsln.r-srnl x+= |\ J./

I ,r-\ - t' -\Note: sinx-sin[x-fJ = Jlsin[x+ 
;.,¡

/\
F I f \

= J3sinl x-i I\ o./

and
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Let,

APPENDIX B: Derivation of current in delta winding

thus,

i,-io / -\ / -\ / -\n 
=" = a,sinl 0+l l+arsin[5e+À5-är+arsin[70 +]\j+ à)+...Jl ' \ o'/

'a 'aL

Hence,

io^ = dt in(e *i)*'rri'(se. 
^r-ä) 

+arsin(ze *r,r* i)*..

If 0 is referred to the wye bridge, then we must replace e with e - f;

/<--\(1n-\
thus, iot = atsin (0) + a.sinl 50 + À. -ï- r,J+ 

arsin[70 + Àz-;-à).

Since,

ioy = otsin(0) +arsin(50+Às) + arsin(70 +17) +a,,sin(ll0+¡,') +...

Therefore,

io'+íoy = 2arsin(Q) +2arrsin(110+À1t) +...
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